A new embedded chaotic cryptosystem is introduced herein with the aim to encrypt digital images and performing speech recognition as an external access key. The proposed cryptosystem consists of three technologies: (i) a Spartan 3E-1600 FPGA from Xilinx; (ii) a 64-bit Raspberry Pi 3 single board computer; and (iii) a voice recognition chip manufactured by Sunplus. The cryptosystem operates with four embedded algorithms: (1) a graphical user interface developed in Python language for the Raspberry Pi platform, which allows friendly management of the system; (2) an internal control entity that entails the start-up of the embedded system based on the identification of the key access, the pixels-entry of the image to the FPGA to be encrypted or unraveled from the Raspberry Pi, and the self-execution of the encryption/decryption of the information; (3) a chaotic pseudo-random binary generator whose decimal numerical values are converted to an 8-bit binary scale under the VHDL description of mod(255); and (4) two UART communication algorithms by using the RS-232 protocol, all of them described in VHDL for the FPGA implementation. We provide a security analysis to demonstrate that the proposed cryptosystem is highly secure and robust against known attacks.
Introduction
Chaotic systems have shown their usefulness in practical applications focused on security, and they have been implemented with different kinds of electronic devices [1] [2] [3] [4] . In the case of designing cryptosystems, currently one can found different encryption standards, such as: TDES (Triple Data Encryption Standard), ASD (Advanced Encryption Standard), Blowfish and IDEA (International Data Encryption Standard), from which one must be aware that when attacked with dedicated software, they show weaknesses under certain conditions. Other encryption schemes based on S-Box, watermarking and hiding of information have been published in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In this line for research, other conventional and non-conventional encryption algorithms have been proposed to provide solutions to the constant demand for security in processing digital information. For instance, an unconventional encryption technique that uses chaos theory was proposed by Pecora and Carroll [10] . That way, the properties of chaotic dynamical systems of seemingly erratic behaviors such as ergodicity and deterministic dynamics adjust in an appropriate way to the requirements posed by cryptography, such as: confusion and pseudo-randomness. In this manner, chaotic behavior is being a viable and reliable alternative to the implementation of information encryption systems [11] .
In the last decade, a lot of researchers have introduced chaotic techniques that have been implemented in information encryption systems. For example: the authors in [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] proposed different methods to generate pseudorandom sequences that are verified by performing statistical tests of the Federal Information Processing Standards (SP 800-22) [19] of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), to evaluate their levels of randomness. In [20] , a Chaotic Pseudorandom Binary Generator (CPRBG) was presented and synchronized to another CPRBG to perform image encryption. By the same time, a CPRBG algorithm was implemented in an Arduino microcontroller [21] , which was based on a pair of Logistic maps and a skewed technique with the XOR binary operation. Likewise and more recently, novel implementations have been developed by using reconfigurable hardware such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), which provide an excellent balance between the computational power and the processing flexibility [17, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Other FPGA implementations of chaotic systems and maps have been applied to image encryption [29] . In the same way, the authors in [30] implemented a Chaotic Pseudo-Random Number Generator (CPRNG) in an FPGA using the System Generator tool (SysGen) developed by Xilinx. With respect to patterns recognition for biometric and medical applications, several works have been reported in the literature, see for example [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
In this work, we introduce a new embedded chaotic cryptosystem to process digital images and performing voice recognition as an external access key. In this manner, our proposed cryptosystem consists of three technologies: (i) a Spartan 3151-1600 FPGA from Xilinx; (ii) a 64-bit Raspberry Pi 3 single board computer; and (iii) a speech recognition chip (SRC) manufactured by Sunplus. The operability and efficiency of the proposed cryptosystem is evaluated with the study and analysis of the level of security of the encryption and decryption of different digital images, under the implementation of several chaotic maps, namely: Hénon [36] , Karplan-Yorke [37] , 2D Logistic [38] , Tinkerbell [39] and Rössler [40] . It is worth mentioning that each one of the chaotic signals generated by these maps is tested by the SP 800-22 standard of NIST, to evaluate their levels of randomness and provide high security. An important feature of this work is the application of the mod(255) function, which is implemented in an FPGA. We highlight the importance of this basic operation for many encryption algorithms reported in the literature that use computers or microprocessors, our approach is derived from the implementation itself that entails the adequate operation of the different technologies that integrate the system, from the synchronized execution of their respective embedded algorithms under a concurrent programming environment governed by the FPGA.
The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows: Section 2 details the proposed embedded cryptosystem, describing its technologies and its connectivity at the hardware level. Section 3 describes the embedded algorithms that make possible the interrelation of the different technologies that setup the proposed cryptosystem, as well as the adequate execution of the encryption or decryption of an image that can be captured in situ or that is stored in the memory. We also detail the synchronized execution of the respective embedded algorithms under a concurrent programming environment governed by the FPGA. Section 4 shows the results of the statistical analysis of encryption and decryption of images under different chaotic maps, as well as the SP 800-22 statistical test suite of NIST to the pseudorandom binary sequences obtained with the implemented maps. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions of this work.
Proposed Embedded Cryptosystem
An embedded chaotic encryption system of digital images with speech recognition as an external access key is presented. The cryptosystem is integrated by three subsystems with their own technologies: (i) the main control subsystem, comprised of an FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) Spartan 3E-1600 of Xilinx; (ii) a capture and deployment subsystem, integrated by a Single Board Computer Raspberry Pi 3 BCM2835 of 64-bit; and (iii) a subsystem of recognition, which operates with a voice recognition chip (VRC) manufactured by the company Sunplus. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the proposed system. The operability of the system is focused on the synchronization of the parallel communication executed by the FPGA with the SRC and the Raspberry Pi. Access to the system is delimited by the voice recognition subsystem through the VRC when it validates the word a user pronounces with the one authorized and previously recorded in its memory bank. When one have access to the cryptosystem, the capture and deployment subsystem through a graphical interface (GI) developed through Python, allows to choose among three basic functions: (i) select the image type; (ii) start the encryption or decryption process; and (iii) exit the system. Meanwhile, the selected image is displayed on a monitor and it can either be stored in the Raspberry Pi's Micro-SD memory or taken in situ by the integrated digital camera (CD) that is embedded into the proposed system. When the encryption process begins, the capture and display subsystem (Raspberry Pi) sends each pixel of the original image through one of its USB ports to the RS-232 port of the main control subsystem through FPGA. When a pixel enters the FPGA, a chaotic state (X N ) whose decimal numerical value is converted to a binary scale of magnitude 8 bits (x n ) is simultaneously generated. Under these conditions from the logic operation XOR, each pixel is masked with the numerical value of the binary chaotic state (x n ) thus generating an encrypted pixel. Each encrypted pixel is forwarded to the capture and display subsystem to integrate the relative cryptogram to the original image. At the end of the encryption of all the pixels that make up an image, the cryptogram is displayed on the monitor and stored simultaneously in the Micro-SD memory. The embedded chaotic encryption algorithm in the main control subsystem has a simple operational logic, allowing to execute without distinction the encryption or decryption processes, without any change in software or hardware in the system, the implementation of a chaotic map with dynamic behavior of any level of complexity and to reach competitive levels in security against different types of analysis and attacks.
The main hardware elements of the proposed embedded cryptosystem are shown in Figure 2 , and they are detailed in the following sub-sections. 
Spartan 3E-1600 from Xilinx
It is a development card with an FPGA chip capable of integrating into different processes due to intrinsic parallelism. It is the core of the proposed system, its objective is encrypting and decrypting a digital image by using a chaotic map, as well as establishing communication with the VRC and the Raspberry Pi.
SPCE061 A Speech Recognition Chip with Microphone
It is a microcontroller used in applications of digital sound processing and speech recognition. Its objective is to identify the authorized word pronounced by a user and send, when appropriate, a start code to the FPGA [41].
Raspberry Pi 3 B
It is a Broadcom BCM2835 64-bit high performance, versatile and friendly on-chip system (SoC). It uses a Micro-SD card for permanent information storage and has 17 GPIO ports (Input/Output), SPI, I2C, and a Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART). In this work, it is used to develop a friendly and intuitive Graphical Interface (GI) by using Python language.
Peripherals Connected to the Raspberry Pi
Monitor with HDMI video input, generic keyboard and mouse with USB outputs, and Logitech QuickCam Pro 9000 digital camera for in-situ image capture with a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels. Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the elements in hardware that setup the main control subsystem and the processes run around the encryption or decryption of digital images. The control of the processes are established by the FPGA from a Control Entity by two sub-entities: the access authorization and the XOR encrypter. It also shows the entity CPRBG, responsible for generating binary chaotic states relative to a selected mapping. At the same time, the main control subsystem maintains communication in parallel with the capture and display and recognition subsystems, through the UART 1 and UART 2 communication ports. The general system works under five algorithms:
(i) a developed graphical interface in Python language for the Raspberry Pi platform, which allows the friendly management of the system; and four algorithms described in the VHDL language for the FPGA are, which are:
an internal control algorithm that entails the operational logic of the system allowing, among other functions: (a) the start-up of the embedded system from the identification of the access keyword; (b) the entry of the pixels of the image to be encrypted or decrypted from the Raspberry Pi into the FPGA; and (c) the own execution of the encryption or decryption by using the logical operation XOR, (iii) a CPRGB algorithm whose decimal numerical values are adapted to an 8-bit binary scale under the VHDL implementation of the mod(255) operation, and (iv) conditioning of two UART communication algorithms developed from the RS-232 protocol and integrated by the GNU library, and which correspond to the communication between the FPGA with the speech recognition chip (UART1) and with the Raspberry Pi (UART2). 
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In relation to Figure 3 , the Control Entity operates under an internal control algorithm. The algorithm considers an access authorization sub-entity. In general, this Control entity performs three basic processes: (a) the start-up of the system based on the validation of the keyword pronounced by a user; (b) the first entry to one of the pixels of the image to be encrypted or decrypted from the Raspberry Pi; and (c) the own execution of the encryption or decryption from the logical XOR operation. The execution of these processes requires being started with the VRC. In addition to Figure 3 , the algorithm starts with the configuration and enabling of the communication through the serial port UART1, the physical connection between the FPGA and the VRC is validated, the VRC is configured in short working mode, and it is executed the load of a speech bank (authorized word). Under the execution of these stages, the VRC is able to allow or not access to the system, from validating the word that a user utters. When access is authorized, the serial port UART2 is configured and the FPGA sends an access code to the Raspberry Pi. Experimentally the FPGA-VRC connection is through the RS-232 communication port. Specifically from port J 1 of the FPGA and consisting of six pins, pin B4 is configured as input Rx and pin A4 as output Tx. The characteristic supply voltage is 5 V, the logic levels are defined by the voltage range between 0-0.8 V for the Low logic (low) state and between 3.5 and 5 V for the H (high) logic state. Port J 1 supports 3.5-5 V, and the voltage configuration is given by means of VHDL programming. The SPCE061A speech recognition chip from Sunplus has a previously loaded algorithm consisting of two communication modes: short and extended; It consists of three blocks with five fields each which allows to store up to fifteen speech instructions, however, the algorithm is independent from the user and false positives may occur, so a peculiar access code must be selected. Each analog audio signal is linked to an output in hexadecimal code depending on the working mode. Once the UART2 serial port derived from the authorization to access the system is enabled, the XOR encryption sub-entity receives a start bit, indicating in parallel that there is a data ready to be sent from the capture and display subsystem. The data to be received corresponds to a pixel of the image to be encrypted or decrypted as appropriate. When the corresponding pixel is received, the CPRBG Entity is enabled and sends the S n data corresponding to an 8-bit pseudorandom binary number to the Encryption sub-entity XOR. When the S n data is sent, the CPRBG Entity is disabled. Finally, in the encryption sub-entity, the binary operation XOR is executed between the pixel of the image and chaotic data in S n binary format, obtaining an encrypted or decrypted data as the case may be. The encrypted/decrypted data is sent through the serial port UART2 to the capture and display subsystem (Raspberry Pi). Figure 3 depicts the CPRBG sub-entity as part of the main control subsystem and is responsible for generating the chaotic pseudo-random binary sequences from the following basic processes: (a) implementation of a chaotic map and; (b) adaptation of the chaotic state x n to a binary scale S n of 8 bits. In relating to the XOR encryption sub-entity implies that the entity CPRBG operates cyclically, enabling itself to generate and send an S n data, then standing by waiting until it receives again the indication to generate and send a new S n data. The CPRBG sub-entity performs the calculation of the x n chaotic state and the conditioning of the x n data to a S n binary scale. The first block contemplates: (a) the selection of a chaotic map as a basis for the generation of chaos; (b) the generation of the VHDL code corresponding to the system of differential equations of the chaotic system; and (c) the implementation of the chaotic system in the FPGA. In this work, the chaotic maps of Hénon [36] , Karplan-Yorke [37] , 2D Logistic [38] , Tinkerbell [39] and Rössler [40] were selected without any specific criteria and as an example. Each map was described into VHDL code and implemented in the FPGA as follows: When a x n state relative to the chaotic map is generated, a real number (float) is obtained, which, in order to be able to mask the value of a pixel of the corresponding image, is conditioned to an 8 bit binary S n data from the Equation (1)
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where C = 10 × 10 6 . The mod(255) operation is described by the system of Equation (2),
and it is implemented in FPGA by using the SysGen ToolBox in Matlab's Simulink. Figure 4 depicts the block diagram of the mod(255) operation implemented in the FPGA, based on Equations (1) and (2) . Equation (1) contemplates the x n variable that corresponds to one of the states of the equations on differences that describe the respective chaotic map, which are represented by real numbers of a fixed point in the FPGA. This value is the Input shown in the figure with mantissa 32Q23, with one sign bit, 8 bits of an integer part and 23 bits of a fractional part. This data is multiplied by the constant C = 1 × 10 7 to move the decimal point seven times to the right and obtain a data with mantissa 32Q8 and then by the mod(255) function. The implementation of the division operation present in the mod(x, y) function defined by Equation (2), is conditioned in Simulink by the block that provides SysGen of Xilinx since it operates only with signed integers. Under this condition, as shown in the figure, the rational input data 32Q8 to the Divider is reinterpreted to an integer 32Q0 to execute the division with the constant 255; the obtained number at the exit (quotient) has a mantissa of 32 bits and is an integer and without a sign, which is returned to its original rational condition of 32Q8. After the division executed in Equation (2) the floor function is followed. This operation is not part of the package that provides SysGen of Xilinx, so, from its mathematical definition in the figure is represented by the blocks Truncated (cast) and Conversion to rational (cast). The number at the output of these blocks is multiplied by 255 and is a data that is generated in 35 machine cycles. Finally, the subtraction that gives us the value of mod(255) and entering the Equation (1) is executed in 36 machine cycles and achieved with an enabling port called FIFO 36 provided by Xilinx. 
Results
In this section results are presented when applying tests such as key space analysis, histograms, information entropy and differential attacks, to determine in this case, the level of security offered by the embedded system in the process of encrypting/decrypting images. An analysis of the randomness level of the pseudorandom binary sequences generated by the system based on the SP 800-22 standard of NIST is also presented. With respect to the speech recognition chip, the manufacturer's manual specifies that it has recognition accuracy of 99% under ideal environment, i.e., in low noise conditions. Figure 5 shows the images used for the realization of the different security analysis tests. The Figure 5a 
Security Analysis
Behnia [42] defines security as a fundamental measure of the quality of a cryptosystem, this being the ability to resist the attacks of intruders or unauthorized users to obtain knowledge of the original information.
Keyspace Analysis
The key or seed generating chaos is defined by the initial parameters and conditions, from which the key space is obtained. The parameters, initial conditions, and equations of each chaotic map implemented in the FPGA Spartan 3E-1600 are physically limited under the operations of fixed point; the mantissa selected for each system ensures the chaotic regime. Table 1 illustrates the mantissa, the initial conditions, parameters, and the key space by chaotic map. Shannon [43] illustrates, in one of the classic security studies, that the bits needed for the encryption algorithm to be considered as viable for cryptographic applications must be greater than 127 bits. Therefore, under this perspective, the five systems implemented accomplish this criterion. Using the Rössler map as an example, Figure 6a show the cryptograms related to the key sensitivity of the implemented cryptosystem, by making a minimum change in the value of some of the initial conditions of the chaotic map in the decrypter, in this case, a slight change was made in the state X 1 , as illustrated in Table 2 . In Figure 6b , the histogram of the retrieved information is illustrated, practically it is the histogram of an unintelligible image, hence, the original image is not recovered, so the system is very sensitive to small variations in some of its initial conditions. The numerical difference in the initial conditions of Table 2 
Information Entropy
The entropy H(s) is a criterion that shows the randomness of a source of pixels (s) [44] and to evaluate this value, the Equation (3) is used,
P(s i ) represents the probability of the symbol s i , N is the number of bits representing the basic unit of the source s, 2 N are all the combinations of the basic unit. For a purely random source, we expect entropy of H(s) = N, so, if we consider images with completely random pixels in the 8-bit gray scale, their entropy H(s) must be 8. Table 3 shows the values of H(s) related to the cryptograms, Lena showed in Figure 5d and Cameraman in Figure 5e . It can be observed that the results obtained from Cameraman's entropy are slightly better than Lena's image, because it is closer to the ideal value of 8, and according to [44] , for an ideal random image the value of information entropy is 8. This confirms that the well-known Cameraman image is more complex than Lena's image.
Using the Rössler map as an example, Table 4 shows the values of H(s) for the Lena RBG cryptogram showed in Figure 5f .
From Tables 3 and 4 , we can see that the H(S) entropy is very close to the ideal value, which is 8. [45] . NPCR evaluates the percentage of the number of different pixels between two images and can be evaluated from Equation (4),
where D(i, j) is a binary arrangement:
, C 1 and C 2 are encrypted images (cryptogram) obtained with very similar keys. W and H define the size of the image under analysis [15, 44] . UACI evaluates the average intensity of the differences between the two encrypted images C 1 and C 2 , which is calculated from the Equation (5).
where C 1 , C 2 , W and H have the same meaning as in the Equation (4). Tables 5 and 6 show the percentages of NPCR and UACI obtained in this work. The ideal values of NPCR and UACI are 100% and 33.7677% respectively, which is why, in relation to the obtained results, there is evidence of the sensitivity of the system against differential attacks. The adjacent pixels of an image are highly correlated because the value of a pixel and the value of any of its adjacent pixels are very similar. The correlation of an image can be plotted and the coefficient between the values of −1 and 1 can also be evaluated, where 0 means a null correlation. An ideal cryptogram must have a correlation close to zero [46] . To evaluate the correlation presented by an image, at least two thousand pairs of adjacent pixels are taken either horizontally, vertically, or diagonally and the respective coefficient is calculated from Equation (6) [47] .
where D(x) is the variance, x and y denote the values in the gray scale of the image under analysis and cov(x, y) is the covariance defined by Equation (7),
For the experimental implementation of Equations (6) and (7), the numerical evaluation of E(x) and D(x) were calculated from Equations (8) and (9), respectively.
where E(x) is the average value of the gray levels of the pixels. In Tables 7-9, the results of the evaluation of the correlation coefficients (r xy ) for horizontal, vertical and diagonal pixels, associated with each of the cryptograms shown in Figure 5d -f are presented, noticing that the values obtained are very close to the ideal value, i.e., are close to 0. 
Quality of the Encryption Algorithm
The quality of the encryption algorithm is evaluated by means of three tests [48] , the irregular deflection factor AS, CC correlation, and the maximum factor of deflection D. The irregular deflection factor is expressed as the deflection of the intensity of the pixels in the encrypted image (EI), with respect to those of the original image (OI). The deflection is obtained by calculating the matrix X, which represents the absolute value of the deflection between each value of the pixel before and after the encryption. For this case, the histogram of the differences like the one shown in Figure 7 is obtained and the average value D followed by S (absolute value of the difference of the values of the histogram minus D) is calculated. Finally, the encryption quality parameter AS (sum of the S differences) is determined [48] . The steps to obtain AS are shown in the following equations:
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where OI is the original image, EI is the encrypted image; h i is the amplitude of the absolute differences, AS is the irregular deflection. For an image of N × M pixels the expected value is close to (N × M)/2 [48] . In the third column of Tables 10 and 11 the results of the AS for each chaotic system implemented in the FPGA are illustrated, it can be observed that in all cases the results are very close to the ideal value, thus, the results are competitive.
The CC correlation has the objective of measuring the degree of similarity between an original image and its encrypted image, which is calculated from Equation (15)
where E(x) is the average of the pixels in the image x and E(y) is the average of the pixels in the image y. A value close to zero is expected if there is no correlation. The results are illustrated in the second column of Tables 10 and 11 for each implemented chaotic system in FPGA; it can be observed that the results are close to ideal value 0. The maximum deflection factor D measures the quality of the encryption in terms of how it maximizes the deflection between the original and encrypted images and is calculated from Equation (16)
where h i the amplitude of the absolute differences and D is the maximum deflection factor. For an image of N × M pixels the expected value is close to the product N × M. In the first column of Tables 10 and 11 the results of the D value are shown for each chaotic system implemented in the algorithm. It can be observed that in all cases the results are very close to the ideal value N × M.
Statistical Test NIST SP 800-22
In [19] 17 statistical tests are considered as a standard of the NIST SP 800-22; in its last revision in the year 2010, an average binary sequence of 1,000,000 bits and an error margin (α) of 0.01 are taken into account, and these values can be modified at the user's discretion. According to the standard NIST SP 800-22, the results of the selected tests p value T, to be accepted, must have a value between the margin of error previously selected and the proportion, this last one is a result of the tests.
The CPRBG sequence proposed in this work is composed of 1000 sequences of 1,000,000 bits with an error margin of 0.01 and the Rössler chaotic system is tested as an example, the results obtained with the other maps are similar. Table 12 shows the results obtained, the first column refers to the names of 17 selected tests and the following show the values obtained for each of the chaotic states X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 . From the results obtained, it is concluded that the CPRBG when using the state X 2 and X 3 is really pseudo-random because pass all the tests. 
Conclusions
An embedded chaotic cryptosystem of digital images with speech recognition as an external access key was implemented in FPGA. The cryptosystem uses several technologies: (i) a Spartan 3E-1600 FPGA from Xilinx; (ii) a 64-bit Raspberry Pi 3 single board computer; and (iii) a voice recognition chip (VRC) manufactured by the company Sunplus, make a robust system as a whole by contemplating several elements that prevent easy access to unauthorized intruders, such as, the recognition of the pre-established access key. The operability of the system as a whole based on the embedded algorithms that allow communication between the different technologies is demonstrated. It is verified that the algorithm proposed in this work for the CPRBG based on the implementation of the function mod(255) in FPGA can be considered as a Truly Pseudo-Random Binary Generator defined under the SP 800-22 standard of NIST, the results are very competitive and reliable as a whole as to the quality of the encryption/decryption process. The security analysis confirms that our proposed cryptosystem is highly secure and robust against: key space, information entropy, differential attacks, correlation of adjacent pixels, quality of the encryption. In addition, the versatility of the system is verified in terms of using the same algorithm to encrypt or decrypt images under chaotic maps of different levels of complexity on images that can be taken in real time or those stored in memory. 
